
All photos Â© Ã•gnes Herczeg, shared with permissionWorking within a scale of just a few small inches, Hungarian artist Ã•gnes Herczeg (previously) threads together fragments of wood, seeds, and wire with delicate
lace work to form pastoral scenes inspired in part by her surroundings in a small town near the river Danube. This year Herczeg utilized more tree bark and golf leaf, and developed her abilities with silk thread to create
pieces even smaller than before. In a note to Colossal she shares this challenge to work increasingly smaller is a very good mind game. You can see lots of her new work on her website, and several pieces are for sale in
her online shop.&nbsp;The distinctive Arriflex 35 IIC is one of the most significant motion picture cameras of all time, and a favourite of the Hollywood new wave of cinematographers of the 60â€™s ad 70â€™s. The hand
held camera was famously beloved by Stanley Kubrick whose 1971 cult classic, A Clockwork Orange, was shot almost entirely on the Arri 35 IIC.As part of an ongoing series titled Inside Information, UK-based design
studio Dorothy explores some of the most iconic designs in the areas of film, music, personal computing, and fashion through clever cutaway infographics. Each illustration reveals a miniature isometric world packed with
historical moments from famous concerts that used the Vox AC30 amplifier to films that utilized the Arriflex 35 IIC handheld camera which transformed movies forever. All five of the Inside Information graphics are
available as 3-color litho prints on their website. (via Colossal Submissions)&nbsp;Released in 1959 to meet the demand for louder amplifiers, the Vox AC30 was quickly adopted as the amp of choice for bands like The
Beatles, The Kinks and The Stones, helping to define the sound of the &#8216;British Invasionâ€™ when the popularity of British rock â€™nâ€™ roll bands spread to the States. Its appeal has continued through the
decades with bands like Queen, U2, The Smiths, Oasis, Blur, Radiohead, Arctic Monkeys all counted as loyal Vox fans.The Nike Air Max is a bona fide design classic. Designed by Tinker Hatfield and released in 1987 it
has, in its 30 plus years of existence, established a cult following. Inspired by the architecture of the Centre Pompidou, it was the first trainer to offer a window to the sole, kickstarting a revolution in sneaker design.The
Minimoog was the worldâ€™s first portable (and affordable) synthesiser. Billed as â€™The Moog for the roadâ€™, it revolutionized music, acquired a cult-like following (which it still enjoys to this day) and quickly became
the most popular synth of its time.The Apple Macintosh (later know as the Macintosh 128k) was launched with an Orwell inspired commercial directed by Ridley Scott, and introduced to the world by Steve Jobs on 24th
January 1984. It blew our tiny little minds and for many heralded the beginning of a lifelong love affair with all things Apple.ï»¿In a powerful interpretation of Elizabeth Eckfordâ€™s historic walk to school in 1957, dancer
Kendi Jones moves gracefully along a sidewalk. The First Day is shot in black-and-white to mimic the iconic photographs of Eckford as she passed through crowds of angry White students, teachers, and community
members on her way into a formerly segregated school. Eckford was part of the Little Rock Nine, a group of Black students who were the first to integrate Central High in Arkansas&#8217;s capital. They were initially
barred from the institution until an intervention from President Dwight D. Eisenhower.Directed by Barnaby Roper, the short film captures Jones&#8217;s elegant movements and freezes them in time. As she shifts into her
next position, a bit of her form appears left behind like a cloud of particles.Â To watch more of Roper&#8217;s experimental projects, head to Vimeo.&nbsp;All images Â© Shin Nugochi, shared with
permissionPhotographer Shin Noguchi (previously), who lives in Kamakura and works throughout Tokyo, has a knack for capturing snapshots of the unusual, baffling, and quirky activities of passersby. A single image
often is imbued with layers of serendipity, with one framing both a woman in an elaborate gown and a dazed baby, while another features a screaming child and a man splayed on a public staircase in the
background.Taken around Japan, the photographs appear as objective shots, glimpsing candid moments that are enigmatic and sometimes humorous. â€œStreet photography always projects the â€œtruthâ€•. The
â€œtruthâ€• that I talk about isnâ€™t necessarily that I can see, but they also exist in society, in street, in peopleâ€™s life. and I always try to capture this reality beyond my own values and viewpoint/perspective, he says
in a statement.One-hundred-thirty of Noguchi&#8217;s photographs are compiled in a forthcoming monograph, In Color In Japan, which is currently available for pre-order. The book was printed in two editions, a black
and a white, and the former contains an extra, unique image that&#8217;s never been shown before and won&#8217;t be reproduced in another format. Follow Noguchi on Instagram to see his latest shots from the
streets of Japan.&nbsp;All images Â© Jan Erik Waider, shared with permissionBased in Hamburg, Germany, Jan Erik Waider (previously) frequently travels across Europe to photograph the rocky landscapes and
textured terrains of locales like StuÃ°lagil canyon and Iceland&#8217;s sandy shores. On a recent trip to the island country, Waider captured moody images of jagged, basalt-lined waters in four different locations,
including Reynisdrangar, StuÃ°lagil, KÃ¡lfshamarsvÃk, and GerÃ°uberg. He shares with Colossal:Not more than 20 million years ago, the island rose out of the sea due to volcanic activity on the ocean floor of the Atlantic
Ocean. But even today the landscape is changing due to the constant volcanic activity. There are many places on the island with very bizarre-looking geological formations and I was especially interested in basalt, with its
strict and geometric structure and volcanic origin. With the monochrome character of the series, I wanted to focus clearly on the rocks and also give the photos a slightly mysterious character.Waider generously agreed to
allow Colossal to share his photographs on our social media pages for the next few months. To follow his Nordic adventures, head to Instagram and Behance.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images Â© Sofia Crespo, shared with
permissionSofia Crespo describes her work as the natural history book that never was. The Berlin-based artist uses artificial neural networks to generate illustrations that at first glance, resemble Louis Renard&#8217;s
18th Century renderings or the exotic specimens of Albertus Seba&#8217;s compendium. Upon closer inspection, though, the colorful renderings reveal unsettling combinations: two fish are conjoined with a shared fin,
flower petals appear feather-like, and a study of butterflies features insects with missing wings and bizarrely formed bodies.Titled Artificial Natural History, the ongoing project merges the desire to categorize organisms
with the very renaissance project of humanism, Crespo says, forming a distorted series of creatures with imagined features that require a new set of biological classifications. The specimens of the artificial natural history
both celebrate and play with the seemingly endless diversity of the natural world, one that we still have very limited comprehension and awareness of, she writes.Crespo manufactured a similar project, Neural Zoo, that
combines disparate elements of nature into composite organisms. Our visual cortex recognizes the textures, but the brain is simultaneously aware that those elements don&#8217;t belong to any arrangement of reality
that it has access to, she says. More generally, Crespo explains her motivation behind merging artificial neural networks and natural history:Computer vision and machine learning could offer a bridge between us and a
speculative natures that can only be accessed through high levels of parallel computation. Starting from the level of our known reality, we could ultimately be digitizing cognitive processes and utilizing them to feed new
inputs into the biological world, which feeds back into a cycle. Routines in artificial neural networks become a tool for creation, one that allows for new experiences of the familiar. Can art be reduced to the remapping of
data absorbed through sensory processes?Head to Crespo&#8217;s site to explore more of her AI-produced studies, and follow her latest pieces onÂ Instagram.&nbsp;Love Heart of Nature by Jim PicÃ´t. In winter, a
shark is inside a salmon school when, chasing the baitfish, the shape became a heart shape. All images Â© the photographers, courtesy of 2020 Drone Awards, shared with permissionThe 2020 Drone Photography
Awards garnered an arresting collection of aerial shots, and among its winners is a serendipitous image of a heart-shaped school of salmon. Captured by Australian photographer Jim PicÃ´t, the piece is particularly
special because a shark swims near the center, chasing one of the fish. Other prized shots include heron roosts nestled in the treetops, and a group of swimmers floating between crashing waves.Hosted by the Siena
Awards Festival, the contest received entries from photographers in 126 countries, and an exhibition titled Above Us Only Sky will run October 24 to November 29 in Siena to showcase the top images. Check out some of
our favorites below, and dive into all the winning shots on the contest&#8217;s site. (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;Gray Whale Plays Pushing Tourists by Joseph Cheires. At the end of the gray whale season, I was told about a
gray whale that, for the last 3 years, used to play with the boats, pushing them gently. So we went back the year after and incredibly the gray whale appeared and this shot is the result.Alien Structure on Earth by Tomasz
Kowalski. Sometimes we need to change the perspective to feel the strength of the structure stronger than weâ€™ve ever thought. The Petronas Towers, also known as the Petronas Twin Towers, are twin skyscrapers in
Kuala Lumpur.Where Herons LiveÂ  by Dmitrii Viliunov. Many think that herons make nests in reeds or in a swamp. In fact, they nest in the tops of huge trees and with a drone it is sometimes possible to see them.On the
Sea by Roberto Corinaldesi. An aerial view of swimmers, where the sea becomes the place to take refuge, between the blue carpet and the white foam of the waves.Frozen Land by Alessandra Meniconzi. With
temperatures of minus 30Â°C, winters in the Eurasian steppe can be brutal. But life doesnâ€™t stop, and local people move from one village to another with a sledge, crossing icy rivers and lakes.Phoenix Rising by Paul
Hoelen. The phoenix rising is a symbol of re-emergence from the ashes of fire. This is symbolized through the beginnings of an actual regeneration process at the industrial mining site of Lake Owens. After a destructive
past and the creation of the most toxic dustbowl in America, migratory birds are returning, and life is beginning anewâ€¦Black Flag by Tomer Appelbaum. Thousands of Israelis maintain social distancing due to Covid-19
restrictions while protesting against Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in Rabin Square on 19 April 2020.All images Â© NespoonOn France&#8217;s northern shores lies the port city of Calais, a municipality that
once was a destination for lace manufacturers. To escape economic and social difficulties, English textile artists and engineers immigrated in the late 19th Century, often establishing clandestine operations that defied
patent laws by bringing specialty machines and practices to the region. Soon after, Calais became an industrial hub for lace manufacturing, employing around 40,000 residents.A new mural by Warsaw-based artist
Nespoon (previously) celebrates that rich history through an oversized textile that envelops the facade of a factory. The public artwork features delicate mesh and floral elements that cover the side of the CitÃ© de la
Dentelle et de la Mode, the city&#8217;s fashion and lace museum. Nespoon chose this particular motif, which dates back to 1894, from the institution&#8217;s archive before spray painting its intricate details onto the
building.Check out the video below to see the lace motif in-progress, and find more of the artist&#8217;s textile-based pieces on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by
NeSpoon (@nes.poon) on Sep 20, 2020 at 6:22am PDTï»¿â€œCelui qui tombe, or he who falls, is an illusory performance from self-described circus art
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